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Six Sigma - Micheal Reidy's story 
An In Practice™ Article by Helen Kelly 

 

GE‟s route to Six Sigma was a winding rocky road. Along the way, a disparate 

group of reluctant employees became a cohesive management team, passionate 

about Six Sigma and dedicated to its enduring success. A team of consultants 

from Boston-based Interaction Associates was the catalyst. Helen Kelly spoke to 

Michael Reidy, one of the Interaction team, about the experience.  

 

When you read about Jack Welch‟s ebullience and the savings 

GE enjoyed after Six Sigma became a way of life, you see the 

stately swan gliding serenely along on a pristine pond. But what 

about the feet paddling incessantly beneath? Michael Reidy of 

Boston-based Interaction Associates says, "Yes indeed, it took 

some fancy footwork to get things up and running with managers 

onboard."   

GE hired Interaction Associates when Six Sigma was simultaneously a top 

management priority and the bane of line management existence. “The 

encouraging early signs of manufacturing efficiency were more than offset by 

a growing unrest, the gap between the public face and body politic 

threatened to shut down the Program,” Reidy said. “And, Jack Welch was 

inconsolable.”  

Reidy is quick to say that middle management‟s reluctance was 

understandable. “Unfortunately, Jack Welch was so sure of his vision he 

decreed it without allowing for any transition. And transition was essential 

because Six Sigma is so counter-corporate culture.  So things became 

seriously strained.”   

You can imagine why this was the case. To implement Six 

Sigma, middle and senior managers had to become 

proficient, or even expert, at helping people master 

statistically based incremental process improvements. As is 

generally true in the population, most among the 

management corps had had little education about or 

experience using statistics, so how could they help others?  

Many felt they were about to crash in deep water far from 

shore without a life raft. Many felt that they had fallen asleep 

and awakened in a foreign land.   

And, to make matters worse, their Six Sigma jobs carried titles that the original Six 

Sigma developers had borrowed from the martial arts: Green Belts, Black Belts, 

and Master Black Belts.  Not much here in the way of impressive business cards.  

So everyone‟s title was Belt. And, to create more distress, while Green Belt 
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assignments were for two-year terms, those who GE invited to train others - 

Master Black Belts - were full time at the job, indefinitely.     

The Belts, it seemed, were off the career track and sidelined to some trendy whim 

of the CEO. Not a good thing when you‟d been heading for the next rung on the 

corporate ladder.   

“The Six Sigma culture was so different from anything GE employees had 

ever experienced, we had to re-educate people in a way of thinking, 

behaving, and operating company wide,” Reidy said. “Yet the most important 

thing was to help people understand that Welch really did value the Six 

Sigma managers and would reward them handsomely.”  

Behaving differently 

How did Interaction Associates help GE managers learn to think, behave, and 

operate differently? It is a sterling lesson in change management. He started with 

first principles, asking everyone to look afresh at the central Six Sigma notion, 

continuous improvement.   

“We needed to clear the air of bias and emotional reaction.  Continuous 

improvement is a quite elegant idea, and we wanted people to become 

excited about it. After all, how to make things incrementally better is an 

interesting challenge; there isn‟t one right way; there‟s opportunity for 

imagination, intuition, innovation; it‟s motivating, and it‟s engaging -- if it 

doesn‟t put you off because it looks like an efficient way to ruin your career.  

“So we asked people to set aside, for the moment, how they felt about Six 

Sigma, GE‟s top management, the titles and the jargon in order to 

concentrate on the idea, continuous improvement. Fortunately, they did 

exactly that, happily and energetically.   

“To forestall petty belittling of Belts, we gained agreement that virtually 

everyone in the company would take a tour as a Green Belt. This took a bit 

of finesse, as you may imagine, but in the end, even Sales and Marketing did 

a rotation and all became Certified Green Belts. Everyone learned with 

pleasure that the Six Sigma reason for being is meeting customer 

expectations – something that was, after all, very close to Sales and 

Marketing hearts.   

 “Then we made continuous improvement come alive.  We celebrated small 

successes in every activity.  For example, we wrote desired outcomes for 

any meeting, and celebrated success when the meetings became 

incrementally more productive and substantial; and later more efficient. We 

spoke about the Black Belts as people who had developed strength over 

time at designing and implementing improvements. That sort of thing.   
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“And so we‟d reached the last plateau,” Reidy said, and he beamed. “Being a 

Belt was a coveted job that carried commercial respect and brought 

commercial rewards across the board.”  

Reidy laughed then.  “You may be surprised,” he said, “but that was the easy 

part out of the way. We were finally at the point of our biggest challenge – 

introducing the technical elements of statistical process control. "  

Reidy explained that to build and reinforce the 

unfamiliar ideas of statistical process control and 

incremental improvement, he‟d model the training on 

the processes he wanted people to learn and the habits 

of mind he wanted them to adopt.  

 Making waves 

Working in groups of twenty-four, people attended two waves of training with three 

months between each wave.  Wave One was one week long.  In those five days, 

Reidy‟s team helped people set aside fears about statistics. “The thought of 

statistics paralyses people,” Reidy told me. “It took some time to demonstrate that 

statistics can be a practical tool."  

“Once we‟d gotten past the  My Eyes Glaze Over stage, we partnered with 

the „hard‟ skills folk to explain what statistics mean in Six Sigma terms, how 

to interpret the numbers, set goals, and find satisfaction when the numbers 

show incremental improvements. Things of that genre.  It wasn‟t easy yet it 

was fun and people became comfortable with the new ideas and processes.”  

“Then everyone spent three months on the job using statistics - with our 

team around every bend, of course. After that, the group met for two weeks 

to iron out issues about statistics and address a second agenda: figuring out 

how to work together on the 'soft' skills.   

“I say figuring out, not learning. We wanted them to discover the best ways to 

work together on continuous improvement.  

“So I used Inquiry, because there‟s no better tool for helping people learn 

together and work together,” Reidy explained. “Inquiry taps the power of 

thinking.  It inspires ideas and frees people to share them.  It sets people 

asking why. It encourages people to see things systematically and welcomes 

all approaches.  

“I can‟t emphasise how important Inquiry was to GE‟s Six Sigma success,” 

Reidy continued. “GE had saturated their managers with advocacy. „We‟ll tell 

you what the right way to think about this is, what to do and what results 

you‟ll get.‟ That doesn‟t produce self-actualised people. We had to move 

people from compliance to commitment and Inquiry is the right tool for the 

job.  
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“And, DMAIC – the key Six Sigma process -- means building a process after 

first questioning assumptions. So we had to engage people in, and build 

habits of, systematic, relentless questioning company-wide. Which doesn‟t 

take many words to say,” Reidy mused, “but it‟s a major shift for managers 

used to a hierarchical organization.”   

After that, Reidy said, Interaction Associates' job was to be there in the moment.  

To reinforce system-wide interest in and practice with questioning assumptions 

and setting continuous improvement plans, he worked with managers to set 

realistic outcomes and move ahead with new ones only after achieving prior ones.  

He watched for, and documented, practice and process improvements 

continuously, and when necessary, stopped the action to coach at the process 

level.  

“When the managers were engaged with process improvements, the Quality 

people thought we were done,” Reidy said, smiling. “We‟d finished with the 

soft skills training and Green, Black and Master Black Belts were respectable 

jobs.    

“But over time, people on the Quality side also saw our design expertise and 

realised that we could influence the system in a broader way. We helped the 

Quality people understand the process side, and see that a productive 

system needs both."  

Reidy was very pleased with the outcomes.  People began calling his training 

process Black Belt.  Reidy‟s team had begun referring to Master Black Belts as 

Coaches for Leaders and people began to see the role of Master Black Belts in 

just that way.  

Plus Delta 

With everyone on board, Reidy‟s team then evaluated every meeting in Six Sigma 

terms. Rather than say what‟s not working, Reidy introduced a way of thinking 

about improvements called Plus Delta - the idea of celebrating what is working 

well (plus) and of naming what needs changing (deltas) so it can work better next 

time. “In this way, we are looking for upgrades, not blame,” Reidy said.  

“Of course, all elements of a continuous 

improvement program rely on being clear about 

desired outcomes,” Reidy continued. “So we moved 

toward that in our training. We worked with people 

to help them write brief, simple outcome statements 

from the point of view of participants and of 

customers. "  

I mentioned that writing a clear outcome is usually the start of a process and Reidy 

agreed.   
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“In this case,” he said, “we had to be sure people were ready with a positive 

attitude and knowledge -- plus experience applying the knowledge.  And, our 

patience paid off.   Once again, the Quality people were admiring as the soft 

skills managers showed highly developed ability to make successful 

strategies for incremental quality improvements and impressive capability 

managing quality improvement processes. With that,” Reidy said, “we were 

there.  Six Sigma was up and running throughout GE and the rest is, well, 

history.”  

I asked Michael whether his intervention was Six Sigma DMAIC, ensuring GE 

managers would be living Six Sigma before ever realising how much they wanted 

to excel at it.  He winked and smiled:  “I‟ll never tell, will I?”  

 

 

Helen Kelly is The Working Manager's International Editor.   

Michael Reidy is a senior consultant at Interaction Associates 

www.interactionassociates.com at the company‟s Cambridge, 

Massachusetts office. Interaction Associates is a 37-year-old learning and 

development consulting company.  
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